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Abstract
Deep neural networks can form high-level hierarchical rep-
resentations of input data. Various researchers have demon-
strated that these representations can be used to enable a vari-
ety of useful applications. However, such representations are
typically based on the statistics within the data, and may not
conform with the semantic representation that may be neces-
sitated by the application. Conditional models are typically
used to overcome this challenge, but they require large an-
notated datasets which are difficult to come by and costly to
create. In this paper, we show that semantically-aligned repre-
sentations can be generated instead with the help of a physics-
based engine. This is accomplished by creating a synthetic
dataset with decoupled attributes, learning an encoder for the
synthetic dataset, and augmenting prescribed attributes from
the synthetic domain with attributes from the real domain. It
is shown that the proposed (SYNTH-VAE-GAN) method can
construct a conditional predictive-generative model of human
face attributes without relying on real data labels.
Introduction
Deep neural networks are well suited to map complicated
relationships between pairs of inputs and outputs. This has
been exploited in computer vision tasks that involve im-
age classification, transformation or generation to great suc-
cess (Krizhevsky, Sutskever, and Hinton 2012; Sermanet et
al. 2014; Simonyan and Zisserman 2015; Ioffe and Szegedy
2015; Szegedy et al. 2017). This extraordinary ability of
deep networks is achieved as a result of construction of
higher-level representations of inputs within the network,
either implicitly as in classification tasks, or explicitly as
in generation tasks (Goodfellow et al. 2014; Yosinski et al.
2015; Wu et al. 2016). For example, in (Radford, Metz, and
Chintala 2016), arithmetic operations in the latent represen-
tation space are shown to result in semantic operations in the
outputs.
However, despite the practical success of deep neural
networks, such high-level representations are not as use-
ful as one might hope. In the absence of constraints to en-
force semantic meaning, deep neural networks will gener-
ate representations that are well-aligned with the statistics
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Figure 1: Illustration contrasting statistical disentanglement
with semantic disentanglement. Black/Blue vectors indicate
the coordinates of the real data embedding based on stati
stical/semantic disentanglement, respectively. The goal of
SYNTH-VAE-GAN is to achieve the semantic disentangle-
ment indicated by the blue arrows.
within the data, but at the expense of weakened seman-
tic interpretability. So far, most successful image genera-
tion methods rely on annotated inputs (Susskind et al. 2008;
Gauthier 2014), or hand crafted steps, such as detection of
facial or other landmarks (Fan et al. 2015). As a result, the
ability of deep learning algorithms to build these high-level
representations is not fully exploited. This could be partly at-
tributed to the fact that the high-level representations are typ-
ically constructed based on statistics within the data, which,
in general, does not align well with the semantics of the ap-
plication (Goodfellow et al. 2016; Chen et al. 2016). In the
illustrative example of Fig. 1 which depicts the latent space
of a facial image dataset, the blonde and blue-eye attributes
may be highly correlated statistically, leading to a represen-
tation with the principle direction of blue-eyed blonde, rather
than two separate and independent attributes. This latter at-
tribute representation is probably more compact from an in-
formation theoretic point of view and it may be desirable in
some applications such as compression or generation of fake
images. However, it may not align well with other applica-
tions where attributes are required to be independent based
on the application semantics. For example, in generation of
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an avatar, user may want to have independent control over
eye-color and hair-color regardless of any strong correlation
between these two attributes in the application domain.
One way to overcome this is to use a dataset with annota-
tions of the semantic attributes and approach the problem as
a supervised learning problem (Liu et al. 2015). However,
especially with large amounts of data, this is an expensive
and error-prone task, where annotation difficulty increases
with subtlety and number of semantic attributes.
Numerous models of real-world phenomenon are avail-
able in most domains. For example, in the domain of com-
puter vision, many realistic 3D object models and render-
ing software have been developed (MakeHumanCommu-
nity 2018; Chang et al. 2015), where semantic attributes
(e.g., eye color) can be explicitly controlled. Hence, it is pos-
sible to construct a large dataset that is fully and accurately
annotated and utilize these attributes in a way that forms the
backbone of the representation of the real dataset.
In this paper, a synthetic dataset of over 500,000 fa-
cial images is algorithmically constructed using a physical
model with a set of desired semantic facial attributes. In the
first training step, the synthetic dataset is used to create a
semantically-disentangled encoder for the desired attributes.
In the second training step, a dataset of real facial images
is used to train a VAE-GAN hybrid network where the la-
tent space is a concatenation of the synthetic encoder out-
put and a real encoder output. Noise with a special distri-
bution is used both for the encoder and decoder to combat
overfitting and achieve the best domain adaptation and gen-
eration performance without knowing any of the real data
labels. It is demonstrated that the proposed SYNTH-VAE-
GAN network can achieve a semantically-disentangled set
of attributes for the real image domain.
The contributions of this paper can be listed as below:
1) A domain adaptation methodology that produces
a semantically-disentangled representation and associated
predictive-generative model without relying on any labels
for real data: Semantically-disentangled attributes are de-
fined and enforced through an automatically-labeled syn-
thetic dataset. An encoder for the synthetic dataset is trained
and used to augment the real data encoder. It is demonstrated
that SYNTH-VAE-GAN leads to a substantial disentangle-
ment that is a 5-fold contrast between attributes.
2) Statistical whitening and decoupling of the synthetic
data parameters for creating a robust model manifold with a
desired set of attributes: Model data parameters are sampled
independently and based on a maximum entropy distribution
to effectively form a statistical basis for the model manifold.
This means that certain parameter combinations are allowed,
even if they are not statistically plausible (female with beard
or mustache as an example). It is shown that SYNTH-VAE-
GAN leads to a 2-fold reduction in the average correlation
between attributes in a test video coding example.
Related Work
Use of synthetic data to improve deep learning tasks have
been studied by various researchers. In (Tobin et al. 2017),
authors utilize simulated examples to facilitate classifica-
tion and estimation tasks for achieving scene understanding.
In (Straka et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2016), authors use rendered
faces to estimate head pose angles. Similarly in (Achmed
and Connan 2010), authors make use of rendered bodies for
training a network to estimate upper body pose. In (Rusu
et al. 2017), authors use progressive transfer learning ap-
proaches to make use of experiences of a robot from a sim-
ulated domain to real one. In (Heimann et al. 2014), au-
thors develop a system that can learn from unlabeled im-
ages to improve localization of objects for medical imag-
ing application. (Pan, Yang, and others 2010) has an excel-
lent survey of transfer learning methods. (Junlin et al. 2016;
Storkey 2009) describe transfer learning methods that in-
volve multiple domains. In (Gonzalez-Garcia, van de Wei-
jer, and Bengio 2018), authors demonstrate learning of
disentangled representations using shared representations
among multiple domains. While the approach in this work
would definitely lead to disentanglement between shared
and unique representations, it does not explicitly enforce
disentanglement within the shared attributes. Moreover, it
also does not explicitly constrain the representations to take
on semantic meanings. Our goal in this paper is to demon-
strate semantic disentanglement between each one of the at-
tributes, which is different from that in (Gonzalez-Garcia,
van de Weijer, and Bengio 2018).
None of the above approaches utilize synthetic data for
generation tasks. Probably one of the closest work to ours
is in (Shrivastava et al. 2017), where authors combined un-
labeled real, and labeled synthetic images for generation of
realistic eye images. Even though the end goal of achiev-
ing realistic eye images is attained, the resulting network
is a transformative one that maps from synthetic images to
real ones. In the method proposed in this paper (SYNTH-
VAE-GAN), the goal is to achieve a conditional predictive-
generative model without having to rely on a labeled real
dataset which is different from (Shrivastava et al. 2017).
Method
In order to build the desired disentangled representation, the
two-step procedure as illustrated in Fig. 2 is used:
1. A whitened and decoupled synthetic image dataset is gen-
erated using a synthetic model. The generated synthetic
dataset is used to train a synthetic image encoder that
produces disentangled and whitened attributes (see Fig.
2 top).
2. A predictive-generative network is trained for the real data
domain, but with the trained synthetic image encoder used
to augment the real image domain attributes (see Fig. 2
bottom).
A detailed explanation of these steps is provided in the
sections below.
Construction of Disentangled Representations
To achieve an accurate disentangled manifold, the dataset
that is used in the training of the synthetic encoder is de-
signed carefully to satisfy the following two conditions:
Whitened: Each attribute is sampled using a maximum en-
tropy distribution within the attribute’s range. For attributes
Figure 2: SYNTH-VAE-GAN: A physics model is used to generate a synthetic dataset, which is subsequently used in training
of a synthetic image encoder with semantically disentangled attributes zs. The synthetic encoder is then augmented with a real
image encoder and used in training of a VAE-GAN predictive-generative network for a real dataset. The resulting SYNTH-
VAE-GAN network exhibits semantically disentangled attributes zda for the real image domain.
with finite mean and standard deviation in this paper, this is
a uniform distribution for finite attribute range (i.e., zs(i) ∼
U,∀i). The aim of whitening is two-fold: to balance the
learning of statistically weak and strong attributes, and to
ensure that all attributes are within prescribed and known
ranges;
Independent: Each attribute is sampled independently from
each other regardless of their statistics in real data (i.e.,
zs(i)⊥zs(j),∀i 6= j). This means that certain attribute com-
bination that is not plausible will be sampled as well as plau-
sible combinations (such as a woman with a mustache).
After each full set of attributes zs is determined, a syn-
thetic model f is applied to create the corresponding image
x = f(z). In this paper, we use MakeHuman (MakeHu-
manCommunity 2018), an open source graphical modeling
software, as the synthetic model f ; Section details this pro-
cess. Random sampling is repeated to construct the synthetic
dataset. This ensures that given a random sample x from the
synthetic dataset, the posterior distribution of z is whitened
with decoupled attributes, hence resulting in a disentangled
learned representation. As shown in Fig. 2 top, a convolu-
tional neural network (CNN) encoder is used to capture the
disentangled representation of the synthetic image domain.
Adaptation to the Real Domain
Owning to the generalization that was used (to be detailed
in Section ), the encoder that is created in the previous step
can be directly used as the predictor of a VAE (Kingma
and Welling 2014) for the real image domain to create a
predictor-generator pair. However, such direct use would
limit the attributes to those from the synthetic domain, and
all other attributes that are specific to the real domain would
be ignored. To use the disentangled representation from the
synthetic domain while allowing learning of new attributes
from the real domain, a concatenated latent space is utilized,
as shown in Fig. 2 bottom. A separate, real image encoder is
trained with the real dataset while fixing the synthetic image
encoder, and the corresponding code zr is concatenated with
the code from the synthetic image encoder zda. Decoder uses
the combination of disentangled and real domain attributes
to reconstruct the original real image x.
It is important to note here that the synthetic domain code
zda is not guaranteed to be disentangled from the real do-
main code zr or within itself. As a result, to maximize the
benefit of disentanglement, zda needs to cover most of the
significant attributes (brightness, etc.), while zr is reserved
for more subtle attributes (eye color, etc.). It has been ob-
served that use of only a small number of attributes in zda,
or removing the generalization step (explained below in Sec-
tion ) leads to significant degradation in the quality of disen-
tanglement.
Equalizing Regularization
There are significant differences between the synthetic and
real image domains and hence the encoder that is trained
with the synthetic dataset does not generalize at all to the
real image domain without employing a fine-tuned gen-
eralization approach. To achieve the desired generaliza-
tion, an equalizing regularizer is used: the regularization is
achieved by injecting a noise n with Normal distribution:
σ ∼ N(0, σstd) and n ∼ N(0, σ). Here, σ is randomly
drawn once per image, n is randomly drawn once per pixel,
N(µ, σ) is the Normal distribution with a mean µ and stan-
dard deviation σ, and σstd is the standard deviation (per im-
age) of the noise standard deviation (per pixel). This regular-
ization ensures that some images are subject to only a small
amount of noise, while others are subject to a large amount.
This is found to be crucial for learning a large variety of at-
tributes because subtle attributes (such as eye color) require
the application of small amount of noise, while strong at-
tributes (such as hair color) require a larger amount. It is
noted here that the amount of generalization that needs to
be applied, and quality of the resulting disentanglement de-
pends on how similar synthetic and real image domain are.
For example, it was observed that the quality of disentangle-
ment significantly degraded if centering and size of faces in
the synthetic and real domains were different.
Quantification of disentanglement quality as a function of
similarity between synthetic and real domains is a challeng-
ing task, and it is not addressed in this paper. For our current
purposes, we evaluate the disentangled representations un-
der the most favorable conditions, in which a physics-based
model, i.e., MakeHuman (MakeHumanCommunity 2018),
is available and acts as a close approximation to the real im-
age domain. Intuitively, if the synthetic model is not bene-
ficial in this situation, then it will not be beneficial in other
conditions. Thus, it makes sense to start with this situation.
Future work will need to consider other situations.
Exploratory Regularization
When the synthetic data image encoder is applied on the
real image domain, the resulting code zda does not follow
the prescribed ranges of attributes zs. As a result, the code
cannot be used for generative purposes (say, by drawing the
code samples zda) over the entire range. The reason is that
any volume in the code space that is not visited by the de-
coder during training leads to images with deformities. To
address this, a novel exploratory regularizer inspired by re-
inforcement learning is used: with a probability p = 0.01,
all σ(l) values of the code zda are replaced by a value of
σexplore = 2 (see Eq. 3 for the definition of σ(l)).
Training Details
In training of the synthetic image encoder (Fig. 2 top), a
standard regression approach with a L1-distance based loss
is used (will not be detailed here). The encoder-decoder loss
LG of the hybrid network (Fig. 2 bottom) is given as: LG =
Lr +Ll +Lg , where Lr is the reconstruction loss; Ll is the
latent space loss; andLg is the generator loss. The individual
losses in the above equation are given as:
Lr =
α
N
∑
i,j,k
|xi,j,k − ri,j,k| , (1)
Ll = β
∑
l
(
(mk)
2 + σ(l)− 1− log(σ)) , (2)
Lg = −γ log (D(ri,j,k) + ) , (3)
where xi,j,k is the input image value at pixel coordinates
i, j and channel k; N is the number of pixels; ri,j,k is the
reconstructed (output) image; m is the output of the en-
coder that represents latent variable mean, σ is the output
(a) Celeb-A Dataset (b) Synthetic Dataset
Figure 3: Examples of Celeb-A dataset (a), alongside exam-
ples from the synthetic dataset (b).
of the encoder that represents latent variable standard de-
viation; l is the attribute index; α, β and γ are scaling con-
stants that weigh the loss terms during optimization;D is the
discriminator network functional which yields a probability
Preal = D(·) (therefore, Pfake = 1 − D(·)) as output; and
 = 10−8 is a small number included for numerical stability
purposes.
The discriminator loss LD is given as:
LD = − log (1− D(ri,j,k) + )
− log (D (xi,j,k) + ) . (4)
The reconstruction loss Lr and latent space loss Ll are the
same that are typically used for VAE, while the discrimina-
tor loss Ld and generator loss Lg are the same kind of loss
typically employed in a GAN. Combination of these losses
result in a VAE-GAN hybrid that can serve as both a predic-
tor and a generator.
Batch size of 64 and ADAM optimizer with initial learn-
ing rate of 0.0005 are chosen for training. Learning rate is
reduced by a factor of 4 twice at approximately 1/3 and
2/3 points in the training. The loss weighting coefficients
of α = 1, β = 8 and γ = 0.03 are used. Gradient clipping
is used to help with stability.
Regularization for encoder and discriminator is provided
by application of pixel-wise normally distributed input noise
with a magnitude of 0.2. Input noise regularization is fa-
vored to the popular Dropout method (Srivastava et al.
2014), since the latter seems to be more difficult to balance
out with changing network parameters.
Experiments
Real Dataset
The celebrity facial image dataset Celeb-A (Liu et al. 2015)
consisting of 202,599 images was used as the real dataset.
The cropped and aligned version of the dataset was se-
lected. Since our goal is to demonstrate representation learn-
ing from a synthetic dataset, a relatively small image size of
80× 64 is used. Even though there are labels in this dataset,
they were used only as reference and unobservable during
training. Figure 3a shows examples of the dataset.
Synthetic Dataset
In order to construct the labeled synthetic dataset of hu-
man faces, MakeHuman was used (MakeHumanCommunity
2018). This tool allows for modeling of human face and
body as well as clothing, accessories and facial and body
poses with action units explicitly controllable. In this work,
it has been utilized in scripted mode to generate a labeled
dataset consisting of 500,000 images (Fig. 3b). It is noted
that the size of the synthetic dataset was determined by grad-
ually increasing the size of the dataset until disentanglement
of subtle features such as smile is achieved qualitatively.
The following short codes are used in Figs. 4 and 5:
yaw (y), pitch (p), jaw (j), lip (l), age (a), beard (be),
mustache (m), bald (ba), smiling (sm), background-R (bR),
background-G (bG), background-B (bB), head width (hs),
brightness (br), hue-R (hR), hue-G (hG) and hue-B (hB).
Reference Models
To serve as reference, a traditional unconditional (UC-VAE-
GAN) and a conditional (C-VAE-GAN) model were trained
based on the same VAE-GAN hybrid based network topol-
ogy in Fig. 2 but without the synthetic encoder. UC-VAE-
GAN was trained in unsupervised fashion with a code the
same size with that of SYNTH-VAE-GAN for fair compar-
ison. A full set of labels that were used in supervised train-
ing of C-VAE-GAN but with additional (unsupervised) la-
tent variables used to bring the size of the code to be the
same as SYNTH-VAE-GAN, again for a fair comparison.
Disentanglement Study — Single Attribute
In order to verify the resulting disentanglement, a separate
test dataset with pairs of human face photos, where each pair
consists of the same person with a smiling and non-smiling
poses, are used.
In order to measure disentanglement, first a real smile at-
tribute vector is estimated by taking the difference between
code for smiling zsda and non-smiling z
ns
da images of the
same pair of face images for each attribute l. Next the differ-
ence is normalized by the standard deviation of the code for
the real dataset σz . Finally, this difference is normalized to
yield a value of 1 for the smile attribute per pair to calculate
normalized difference between image pairs ∆′ and facilitate
visualization of disentanglement:
∆(l) =
1
σz(l)NP
∑
P
(zsda(l)− znsda(l)) , (5)
∆′(l) =
∆(l)
max
l
(∆(l))
. (6)
where P is the set of pairs, and NP is the number of pairs.
It is expected that a perfect disentanglement would lead to
only one attribute from encoder outputs being found to be
strongly correlated to the estimated smile vector. Figure 4
shows the normalized difference between image pairs for
the smile and yaw attributes, and for the UC-VAE-GAN and
SYNTH-VAE-GAN encoders.
It can be seen in Fig. 4 that multiple UC-VAE-GAN en-
coder values are found to be approximately equally cor-
related to the estimated smile vector, while SYNTH-VAE-
GAN encoder exhibited large change in only one attribute.
This demonstrates that SYNTH-VAE-GAN encoder in-
deed can successfully semantically decouple attributes. It
is noted, however, that the decoupling is not perfect: Some
Figure 4: Normalized difference between image pairs for
smile/yaw attributes in encoder outputs. The attributes are
sorted in decreasing order for ease of comparison. SYNTH-
VAE-GAN encoder exhibits change mostly in a single at-
tribute indicating improved disentanglement.
Table 1: UC-VAE-GAN and SYNTH-VAE-GAN Encoder
Correlations
weak changes are also observed in jaw, mustache and bright-
nesses with magnitudes less than 1/5’th of the smile at-
tribute. This is attributed mostly to errors in generalization
of the synthetic dataset to the real dataset.
Disentanglement Study — Video Sequence
In order to study the disentanglement effect for a wider range
of attributes, a test video of a human speaker is used. The
video is cropped and centered to the face of the speaker to
match the encoder dataset. A total of 71 frames are used.
Figure 5 shows an image constructed from ∆′(l) plotted
as a function of frame index for both UC-VAE-GAN and
SYNTH-VAE-GAN encoders.
It can be seen in Fig. 5 that the largest 16 attributes for the
UC-VAE-GAN encoder show equally large variations, while
the SYNTH-VAE-GAN encoder shows large variations on
only 2-3 of the attributes, namely: lip, smile and jaw. This
indicates that, in the SYNTH-VAE-GAN encoder, represen-
tation of the speaking person is distributed to less attributes
and it is better disentangled compared to the UC-VAE-GAN
encoder.
To quantify the disentanglement, correlation coefficient of
different attributes during the person’s speech is tabulated in
Table 1. It is noted that disentanglement does not necessarily
lead to uncorrelated attributes, however magnitude of corre-
lation increases by entanglement and hence correlation can
be used as a rough measure of entanglement.
Figure 5: A brightness image depicting the attribute values as a function of frame index for video of a human speaker. The
brightness value range is from -5 (black) to 5 (white). SYNTH-VAE-GAN encoder results in only 2-3 significantly varying
attributes indicating disentanglement among attributes.
(a) UC-VAE-GAN (b) C-VAE-GAN (c) SYNTH-VAE-GAN
Figure 6: Visualization of the latent space along each variable dimension for (a) the UC-VAE-GAN ; (b) C-VAE-GAN; and
(c) SYNTH-VAE-GAN from Fig. 2. Red boxes indicate labeled attribute ranges that are used during training. Please zoom and
view it on a computer screen.
It can be seen in Table 1 that the most significant 7 at-
tributes of the SYNTH-VAE-GAN encoder are much less
correlated than that of the UC-VAE-GAN encoder. The av-
erage absolute correlation coefficient of the SYNTH-VAE-
GAN encoder is calculated to be 0.22, while it is 0.43 for
C-VAE-GAN, which is a 2-fold reduction in average corre-
lation for SYNTH-VAE-GAN.
Learned Latent Space
Figure 6a shows a one-hot visualization of the latent space of
UC-VAE-GAN at the image output xr. This representation
reflects the results with an unsupervised learning approach
and reflects entirely the internal statistics of the data. The
latent variables are ordered, from high to low, based on the
L2 norm of pixel-wise difference between the code values
of −5 and 5. Only the largest 19 latent variables are shown.
It can be seen that a large number of important attributes
are captured such as color of skin, background, head yaw
and facial characteristics. However, most of the attributes of
this representation are entangled: skin color and background
color, facial characteristics and head yaw angle, and so on.
As mentioned before, this may be undesirable in certain ap-
plications where a disentangled representation is required.
Figure 6b shows the visualization of the latent space along
each variable dimension for C-VAE-GAN. It can be seen
that the use of conditional variables decouples attributes,
with some undesirable side-effects due to dependence be-
tween the conditional variables. As an example, the attribute
beard seems to have adopted the image of a strong mus-
tache with no beard, while attribute mustache seems to have
adopted a very faint mustache. Similarly, the attribute big
lips seems to have adopted an image of smile, while attribute
smile seems to have adopted a faint smile with a strong lip
color. A solution to this could be to design independent la-
bels, but this would not be feasible due to (a) the difficulty of
creating or adjusting labels due to high cost of annotations;
(b) there may not be sufficient samples for certain improb-
able combinations (such as a female with a mustache). Fig-
ure 6c shows the visualization of the latent space along each
variable dimension for SYNTH-VAE-GAN. The first 16 la-
tent space indices correspond to domain adapted attributes,
while the rest are free latent variables. It can be seen from
Fig. 6c, the manifold of domain adapted attributes variables
has successfully been captured. In addition, free variables
(a) mustache — C- (b) mustache — SYNTH- (c) pitch, yaw — C- (d) pitch, yaw — SYNTH-
Figure 7: Conditionally generated fake examples of celebrities with mustaches and specific head pitch and yaw angles. SYNTH-
VAE-GAN can produce images with pronounced mustache types.
(a) original (b) no smile (c) smile
Figure 8: Examples of transformative processing of images using SYNTH-VAE-GAN.
acquired representation of other parameters which were not
domain adapted such as hair type or skin color.
Generative Examples
Figure 7 compares the generated fake examples of celebri-
ties using C-VAE-GAN and SYNTH-VAE-GAN. The first
plot, Fig. 7b, shows SYNTH-VAE-GAN conditioned on the
presence of mustaches, while the second plot, Fig. 7a, shows
the C-VAE-GAN conditioned on the presence of mustaches.
It can be seen from the comparison of the two sets of
generated examples that SYNTH-VAE-GAN can generate
images with the very specific kind of mustache which was
used in the construction of the synthetic dataset —a very
pronounced mustache type. On the other hand, C-VAE-
GAN produces mostly faint mustaches which are the most
common type in the celebrity dataset. Hence, the proposed
method was able to overcome the difficulty of generating a
rare mustache type. It is noted that this is also a disadvan-
tage since it will be mainly limited to the types of features
defined by the synthetic dataset.
Figures 7d and 7c show a similar comparison for genera-
tion of images with specific head pitch and yaw angles. Both
SYNTH-VAE-GAN and C-VAE-GAN show similar charac-
teristics with minor differences.
Transformative Examples
Since SYNTH-VAE-GAN allows training of both an en-
coder and a corresponding decoder, it is possible to perform
transformative processing of images where: (i) a real image
is transformed into code using the encoder; (ii) a modifi-
cation is made on the code on one of the desired attributes
per latent space that was assembled; (iii) modified code is
transformed back into an image using the decoder. Figure 8
shows original images and two sets of transformed images
where smile code is set to true or false as indicated. It can be
seen via visual inspection that the original image is success-
fully modified to produce images with no smile and smile
attributes.
Conclusion
A domain adaptation method based on attribute represen-
tation transfer is used to build a conditional predictive-
generative model without relying on any real data labels.
This is accomplished by first, building a synthetic dataset
with whitened and independent attributes as well as corre-
sponding labels; second, training an encoder for the syn-
thetic dataset; and finally, training a predictive-generative
network using a latent variable that consists of a concatena-
tion of the synthetic and real dataset encoders. It is demon-
strated that the proposed method (SYNTH-VAE-GAN) can
result in a 5-fold improvement in disentanglement, and a 2-
fold improvement of average attribute correlation for the re-
sulting representations, when compared to a unsupervised
VAE-GAN. It can be used in both generative and transfor-
mative tasks as a replacement for the annotated real data,
resulting in significant savings in annotation cost.
Limitations. The proposed method assumes availability
of a physics model with a sufficiently large set of attributes
for generation of the synthetic dataset. In addition, the sim-
ilarity between the synthetic domain and the real domain,
and the number of attributes used in the physics model are
crucial parameters to success of the method but they are dif-
ficult to quantify.
Future work. Methods to quantify similarity between the
synthetic and real domains can be investigated. Application
can be extended to one of the many practical domains where
labeled datasets are difficult to come-by.
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